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Part C 

Initiation of Freshman 



CHAPTER 1 

I 1 Gneral Arrangement 
Atxording to the last part, a library is now a social institution* 

It should attract to itself all the citizens in its area. All the readers 
are to be admitted into the stack-room. They are to be allowed 
to browse among the books and help themselves. kt us remember 
the Fifth Law: A library is a growing organism. It grows both in 
its readers and in its books either by addition or by replacement. 
The very vastness of the book collection of the library will, in spite 
of a most carefully worked out system of placards and guides, 
be bewildering to many readers. At any rate, it will be so to the 
comparative strangers, the freshmen. Hence one of the first things 
to be done by the reference librarian is to relieve the bewilderment 
confronting a person corning to the library for the first time. The 
first step in the initiation. of a freshman is to take him on hand and 

& 

to show him round with sympathy and enthusiasm. He should 
be made to fed that the library is a human institution worth coming 
to. In t h i s  step, he must be made to understand the general arrange- 
ment in the library. 

12 Classification Scbeme 
Let us take a closer picture of the reference librarian and the 

freshman- walking round' the stack-room. A good deaI of their 
conversation centres round the arrangement of the books on the 
shelves, The freshman cannot but be struck by the helpful sequence 
of the subjects. T h i s  is announced by the gangway-guides and 
bay-guides following one another. The reference librarian leads him 
further into a closer examination of the way in whichthe books in a 
particular bay stand in relation to one another, as indicated by the 
shelf-guides. After crossing a few bays and when the fteshman 
shows signs of having been acclimatised to the situation, the refer- 
ence librarian invites his attention to the manner in which the books 
on a particular shelf cohere in a helpful filiatoxy sequence. In 
this, he enters the second phase of initiation-initiation into the 
scheme of classification in use. 
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13 Variety of Collection 
Thus passing on to the freshman the secrets of the class~er's art 

in small enjoyable doses, observing with awareness the rate at 
which the freshman absorbs the scheme obtaining in the library, 
and taking care to heighten his curiosity at every step, the reference 
librarian probably finds it possible to tell him the need for the library 
arranging the books in different collections. He explains the con- 
tents of the main collection, the secondary collection, the tertiary 
collection, the special collwtion, the undersize collection, the 
oversize collection, and so on. Me fmds opportunities to warn the 
freshman that he will be missing much of the help of the library, 
if he codnes his attention to the main collection alone. Of course 
the extent of the emphasis upon the different collections depends 
upon the standing-the academic or educational standing-of 
the freshman, For an ordinary reader primarily seeking recreation 
for leisure hours, the emphasis falls on the main collection. For a 
reader with research interest, the emphasis naturally falls on the 
periodicals collection and undersize collection. For a reader with 
antiquarian interest, more time i s  naturally spent in the elucidation 
of the secondary and tertiary co&ctions.  his is the third phase of 
initiation. 

14 Use of the Catalogue 
Perhaps by this time the reference librarian and the freshman 

have become sufiiciently intimate and begun to understand each 
other. The latter should have also caught something of the enthu- 
siasm of the former for books. That explains the two being doubled 
over some tray of the ratalog.lre cabinet. As stated in section B56, 
a library catalogue is an artifi.ciality of the second order. It has 
bewildering conventions. The reference librarian is trying his best 
to break the mask of artSciality and help the freshman to probe 
inside the trays. He is led to discover much of the helpful informa- 
tion found packed in the various cards. The freshman sees the diffei- 
eat colours of the cards-some white, some green, some pink, a ~ d  
so on. He learns something of their signif3.cance. He asks in 
wonder why in the world such detailed analysis of the books is 
prepared. He is told that all that is done is to save his own time, 
and to help him to find his books promptly and exactly. He is told 
how he can spot out his books from whatever side he approaches 
it-subjects, author, title, editor, translator, commentator, series, 
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etc. The familiarisation of the freshman with the structure and the 
use of the library catalogue is the fourth phase of initiation. 

15 Library Rdes 
The last phase consists in telling the freshman of the personal 

service he could get and of the way in which he should reciprocate. 
The reference librarian has by this time k a m e  such a friend of 
his that he takes liberties with him even to crack jokes. Such a 
lighter vein is necessary to initiate the freshman in the details of 
the mechanism of issue work, to read with him the rules of the 
library, and to bring home to his mind the full import of the restric- 
tive and penal clauses in the rules. A negligence of this side of 
initiation would result in unpleasant repercussions at a later time. 
There are cases of readers of ten years' standing expressing surprise 
at the provision o f  monetary sanction for edorchg return of 
books at proper time. Ignorance of the rule about sub-lending 
is usualIy brought to light after a most embarrassing experience at 
the loan counter almost leading to bitterness. Occasionally, the 
reader's ticket is even destroyed like a bus-ticket, in spite of its 
stiffness. Later, the reader i s  denied loan of books for non-produc- 
tion of tickets. Then he bitterly compIains that he was never told 
at all that the tickets were to be preserved and produced in exchange 
for books. Whatever legal protection the library may have by the 
mention of all such information in its rules and on the tickets 
themselves, omission of explicitly and personally telling the fresh- 
man of the use and the importance of the  readers' tickets i s  a source 
of irritation. This would be avoided by an experienced reference 
librarian with a human outlook. 

This personal explanation of the mechanism of issue work and 
the clear emphasis of  the duties and the privileges of a user of the 
library form the fifth phase of initiation. 



CHAPTER 2 

WHY OF &TFATION 

21 Size of the Ebrary 
To-day, the library is an instrument of self-education. The 

Fifth Law of Library Science would make it a growing organism. 
In particular it grows in its stock of printed resources and in the 
number of its readers. Even a library, found to be small to-day, 
will becume large very soon. On account of its size, a library has 
to adopt many complex aids and apparatus to make itself efficient 
as an instrument of self-education. Many of the reasons for a special 
initiation of readers in the use of the library and library apparatus 
flow really from i t s  magnitude. A smaU library of a few thousand 
volwmes wiU not show up the need for any special! initiation of 
readers. The difficulties of using a library appear only when its 
ske exceeds a certain limit, even as the problem of erecting a hall 
assumes a great complexity and requires the services of a specially 
initiated engineer if its dimensions-its width, length, and height- 
exceed a certain limit, Largeness of the library is the k s t  reason 
fur the need for the initiation of a freshman. The reference librarian 
should do it. 

22 Specialised Sections 
A modem library of any appreciable size has to organise its 

staff on a functioa~I basis. Such an organisation into several 
sections is necessary in order to distribute the readers comfortably 
and to secure fur them proper attention from the staff. A freshman 
has to be told about this. 

221. C~RCULATION SECTION 
The Circulation Section has to deal with hundreds and thousands 

of visitors and members. It bas to maintain an accurate record 
of all the use, whether in library or outside It, of all its resources. 
It is situated at the point controlling the only exit and entrance 
of an open access library. It has to attend to the stream of visitors 
coming in and going out continuclusly throughout the day. Thare- 
fore, the Circulation Section cannot devote more than a minute's 
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attention to any particular reader. Still the readers seldom ~ealise 
that any attempt on their part to get into discussion with the circula- 
tion staff holds up t r d 5 ~ .  The freshman has to be told about this. 
He should also be initiated on the correct way of presenting his 
books for either charging or discharging. Otherwise, he will bungle. 
He will thus create an annoying congestion at the entrance or exit 
gate, as the case may be, though unknowingly. 

222 CATALOGUE ROOM 
There is then the catalogue room. This room is quite on the way 

of the reader to the stack-m.om. There is a large signcboard announc- 
ing its name. It contains an impressive battery of catalogue cabinets. 
Tell-tale sign-boards stand perched on them. In spite of all this, 
many a freshman asks "Where is the catalogue?' Of course, a shy 
freshman may not put this question. But he will simply look scared 
or fidget about with hesitation and fear. In either case he needs 
attention. The section of the library that can give him the necessary 
attention is the Reference Section. 

223 ~NFORMAT~ON DESK 
Then we have the Ready Reference Section with the information 

desk. Its existence, the kind of service oEered by it, and the right 
of the readers to take service from it are peculiar to a freshman 
unacquainted with modem library-outlook. He seldom believes 
their possibility. He should be told about them. He should even 
be given a regular demonstration. The information service of a 
modern library is unique. It is intimately personal. It answers 
queries. 'It finds out facts for readers, whether needed for public 
or private purpose. Its service is absolutely free. Anywhere clse, 
the freshman is accrrstomed only to service on payment, The effect 
of this experience is too deep for a freshman to believe the offer 
of free personal service to be a serious one. Or he deludes himself 
with the idea that the special attention given to him is something 
peculiar to him and to that particular occasion. 

2231 HEAD OF DEPARTMENT INCIDENT 

(Cme Study 2) 
The head of a department of government called at the library 

for a picce of specialised information falling within the purview of 
his department. A member of the reference staff attended to him 
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throughout the half-an-hour of his stay in the library-that is, 
until he got hs information. He felt flattered by this special atten- 
tion. He thought that it was all due to his official position. He, 
therefore, went into the librarian's room to render his thanks for it. 
But the librarian said that the staff had only done their duty and 
that it was done to every serious seeker after knowledge or infoha- 
tion. On hearing this, the reader was surprised. He asked "Do 
you really help 'everybody like this?" 

2232 LANDHOLDERS' ASSOCIATION INCIDENT 
(Case Study 3) 

An important tenancy bill was on the legislative anvil. The 
landlords were in a flutter. The agent of the Landholders' Associa- 
tion was desperately searching for some old enactments of an earlier 
century to collect data for opposing the bill. An earlier set was 
located for bim by the reference librarian. He then felt the need 
for several other subsidiary data such as the speeches in the then 
legislature, the sequence of amendments upto the latest consolidated 
Act, the parallel data pertaining to other countries, and some 
theoretical exposition about the rights and duties of landlord and 
tenant. He was prepared to persuade the Landholders' Association 
to pay some smart member of the staff far help in tracing all such 
information. But the Reference Section had already anticipated 
a run for that kind of information. It had, therefore, prepared 
in advance a fairly exhaustive bibliography. This bibliography was 
put into the hands of the agent. He was agreeably surprised- Re 
even became cynical and apprehensive of danger to his profession. 
For, he remarked, "If my principals know that libraries offer 
free service in this manner, we shall soon be losing our jobs!" 

2233 ZAMINDAR AND SLAVERY INCIDBNT 

(CUR Study 4) 
A much more telling experience came our way. A rich zamindar 

(= Holder of Real Estak) was in trouble, He was driven from 
pillar to post by the parmount power. He was stmding at bay. 
In his despair, he construed that all the actions directed against him 
amounted to making a slave of him. A brilliant idea entered his 
mind at this stage, "The League of Nations-of the enlightened 
nations-would have certainly adopted a convention against slavery. 
The government of my country i s  a member of the League of 
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Nations. Heme any such convention is binding on it. If only I could 
get the text of that convention!" In this mood, the zamindar rushed 
into the library m e  morning along with his private secretary. 
The reference librarian on duty did not know either that he was a 
zamindar or that he was a persecuted zamindar or that he had 
a bee in his bonnet. He simply took up the convention against 
slavery as a usual reference question. After a few minutes of 
search, he placed before the enquirer the pertinent volumes of the 
International concilicrtion, with the correct pages thrown open. The 
service was found by the zamindar to be precise. It was also 
prompt. Therefore, he instantaneously tossed a hundred rupee note. 
The reference librarian would not ampt'it. 

"How grateful I am! Elsewhere I have spent hours on tho= without 
success. You have helped me after all. You have taken so much 
trouble. I must pay for it!" 
"No. I have simply done my duty. It is part of my routine; 

and I am already paid for It by the Library Authorities." 
"What, you have already been paid for fi~ding out for me the 

convention on slavery ! " 

224 FREE INIFORMATION SERVICE 
Surely, the freshman needs enlightenment on the new fkctions 

taken over by the library to-day, He has to be told in particular 
of its free information service, The fundamentals of the organisation 
of the library is the second reason for the initiation of freshman. 
The reference librarian is the person to initiate him. 

23 Open Access 
Again the freshman has to be told about open access. It has been 

shown elsewhere how open amss emerged as a necessity under- 
the pressure of the inexorable Fifth Law [R29]. Every other Law 
has begun to uphold its value-each from its own angle. This new 
feature-open access-has thrown open to every reader the sanctum 
sanctorum of the library-the stack-room-hitherto completely 
hidden from his view and zealously guarded against his intrusion. 
The freshman does not easily shed his inherited impulse to withdraw 
himself involuntarily from the approach to it. For, it contains the 
treasures of the library. Anywhere else, the treasure room is a 
prohibited area. Even when persuaded to step in, he regards it 
merely as a privilege to gaze around. He is too nervous to touch the 
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books and much more so to pull them out from their resting place. 
He often stands dazed. When he is encouraged to touch and handle 
them, he begins to read them standing He does not find a place in 
the stack-room to settle down and read. And he is too afraid to 
take the books away from the stack-room. He needs to be to16 that 
the books may be carried by him to the reading room for study or 
even to his home after being charged at the counter, after registering 
himself as a member. All this initiation is in the interest of the 
freshman. But one instruction has to be rubbed in in the interest of 
the library itself. He has to be told that open access gives him the 
privilege of taking out books, but not that of replacing them in the 
shelves. He must be told that the books should be left on the reading 
room table or at the counter-whatever be the convention of the 
library. If the telling OF th is  does not form part of his initiation, he 
invariably tends to carry the books back to the stack-room. And we 
know the chaos resulting from each reader replacing his books on 
the shelves in a large library. Open access is then the third reasason 
for the initiation of freshman. The reference librarian is the person 
to hitiate him. 

24 Scheme of Classification 
The open access system brings to prominence the necessity for 

initiating the freshman in the scheme of classification in use. FOT, 
under -the pressure of the Laws of Library Science, an open access 
library arranges its books in a classsed sequence in accordance 
with some scheme of classfication. However logical the scheme 
may be, it cannot escape altogether an element of forcedness and 
artificiality. There is no unique system of natural classification 
even for the universe of knowledge in the abstract. When it comes to 
dassifrcation of embodied knowledge or books, many complications 
set in. There is little chance for my freshman, however gifted, to 
understand any scheme of dassification naturally-that is, without 
initiation. And most readers have another handicap. This is partly 
due to the dominance of alphabetical arrangment in many affairs OF 
life-witness the alphabetical sequence in which the names of 
children are read out from the attendance register, day in and day 
out throughout their educational career. It is also due partly to the 
still lingering tradition passed on to them by the earlier genera- 
tion. As a result, most freshmen come expecting an alphabetical 
arrangement of books on the shelves, Many OF them would have 
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never heard of the possibility of  a classified arrangement. They 
simply feel puzzIed at the apparently chaotic sequence of the books 
on any single shelf. This reaction is likely to be very pronounced if 
the book numbers of the books in an ultimate class are based on the 
year of publication rather than on the name of the author. Nothing 
whatever is gained by leaving the freshman to struggle over this 
problem unaided. It is helpful to tell him even in his first visit 
something of the scheme of arrangement. Yes. Initiation of fresh- 
man should shake his mind free from alphabetical fixation. N o  
doubt some people think that the necessary illumination can be 
vouchsafed for him by the supply of a carefully worded guide to the 
library, expl&ing briefly, along with other matters, the scheme of 
classification. But however lucid the guide may be, it is doubtful 
if an ordinary man can help himself by simply reading through it. 
Our experience is that a personal initiation made in the concrete 
setting provided by the stack-room and carefully adjusted to the 
capacity and the previous knowledge of the individual freshman is 
far more effective and economical, The question is which is the 
section of the library to which this persona1 service to the freshman 
would be most appropriately entrusted, Surely it is the Reference 
Section; for it forms the liaison between reader md book. Clas- 
sdied arrangement of books Is, then, the fourth reason for the 
initiation of freshman. The reference librarian is the person to 
initiate him. 

25 Library Catalogue 
The library catalogue presents a bundle of conventions. It is even 

treacherous. For, it appears to be in a familiar, natural language. 
But, in reality, the language of the catalogue i s  an artificial one. 
The treachery is due to its using ordinary words. Its words are 
not morphologically or radically artificial. But i t s  syntax is. arti- 
ficial. Jts semantics too is aMcial. The use of punctuation marks 
is not all orthodox. The words in a name-of-person are inverted, 
All these puzzle a freshman. The significance and use of its index 
numbers and call numbers are not obvious. A freshman picks up the 
index. number from a class index entry and asks for ~Jze book with 
that number. How can he know that the number represents a whole 
class of books and not a single book. The cross reference index 
entries are another puzzle to him. It is not unusual for a freshman to 
pull out the catalogue card from the cabinet. He wishes to carry it 
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with him, either to show it to the librarian or to use it for locating 
the book. The catalogue being in cards is itseif strange to the 
freshman. He expects the catalogue in book-form. The freshman 
should be helped out of all such puzzles, even in his first visit to the 
library. The conventions of the library catalogue form the fifth 
reason for the initiation of freshman. The reference librarian is the 
person to initiate him. 

26 Rdes of the Librwy 
Again it is necessary to make the freshman read the rules of the 

l i b r q .  He should also be helped to,understand the full implications. 
In the majority of cases, the copy of the rules given to the freshman 
involuntarily slips into his packet, without waiting to be read. 
We do not gain much by attributing this to faulty training, The fact 
is there. There is need to remind the freshwan that the rules are to 
be read and understood in the first .instame. All rules are aracial. 
Their details cannot be sensed instinctively. The Rules of the 
Library form, then, the sixth reason for the initiation of freshman 
The reference librarian is the persan to initiate him. 

27 SpdalRooms 
Again the freshman bas to be told of the use of the other parts ol 

the library such as the newspaper-room,'the periodicaIs-room, and. 
the research-room. Sign boards there may be. A plan of the building 
there may be. And yet in the case sf a large number of freshmen, 
they appear to become invisible to their eyes; or they do not deliver 
their full message. The psychology of the freshman appears to be 
really abnormal psyfhology.   is hesitancy and shyness are best 
dissolved by the kind words of a sympathetic reference librarian. 
He has to be told of his privileges and his special duties and res- 
ponsibilities in using those special rooms. He is  bat  told these 
things by the reference librarian, Special rooms, then, form the 
seventh reason for the initiation of freshman. 

28 From the Angle of Readers 
28 1 INITIATION OF CHILDREN 

Till now we have been pursuing the why of initiati011 from the 
point of view of the complexity in the structure of the library and 
the library apparatus, flowing From the Laws of Library Science, 
Let us next examine what light is thrum upon it if we view it from 
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the side of the reader. There can be no doubt about the need for 
initiating children in everything regarding the library-open access, 
scheme of classification, conventions of the catalogue, rules of the 
library, and sa on. For, the children have no chance to experience 
them anywhere outside the library. These cannot be learnt by imitat- 
ing the elders at home, even as speaking, mode of dress, table 
manners, sanitary habits, and social etiquette are learnt irngercept- 
ibly. Initiation of children is best dune in the school libraries, 

282 I~~~TIATIoN OF ADULTS 
The need of initiation for adult readers may be questioned. 

But this is not valid. For, no two libraries are alike in its lay-out, 
services offered, extent of open access, scheme of classification, kind 
of library catalogue, conventions of the catalogue, rules of the 
library, and issue method. Therefore, even an adult freshman should 
be given some initiation, even as an adult guest or relative has to be 
initiated into the habits, hours, and conventions of the family and 
the lay-out of t he  house-position of the dining room, toilet room, 
switches, etc. 

283 IN ~ I I A  TO-DAY 
The initiation of adult freshman can be slight and quick, if ihe 

education of the adult had included instruction in all these matters. 
But we know how notoriously educational institutions-particduly 
in the India of to-day-leave them untuuched. &en in the United 
States, the land of libraries, the first systematic code for the initiation 
of children in the use of school libraries appeared only so late as 
1927 [Sl], But surely it is impossible that the moment such a code 
is published the adults of the community wjll become so proficient 
in the use o f  library apparatus as to make initiation by the reference 
staff redundant. It is no exaggeration when we say that it will take at 
least one generation befare the members of the community would 
have their initiation in the use of Libraries completed before leaving 
school-this i s  assuming that the library would have by that time 
been recognised as the heart of the school. But when we contemplate 
the lethargy still persisting in school authorities in their relation to 
the school library, it looks as if it will take a century before the 
library becomes the heart of the school. Hence we may safely assume 
that the initiation of adult freshen will continue to be a necessary 
Part of reference service in our libraries for several decades. 
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HOW OF DUTIAl'ION 

31. Qni8lity 
Geniality is the first requisite in the initiation of a freshman by 

the reference staff. Except for passing by the circulation staff at 
the moment of enking the library, the reference librarian is the 
fmt human constituent of the library coming into close contact 
with the freshman, Hence, h e  first impression f o m d  by bim 
about the hospitality of the library is likely to be Iargefy conditioned 
by the manner of the reference librarian. Therefore, if the work 
of the Publicity Section of the library is to be fruitful and result in. 
permanent additions to its customers, the genial reception of the 
freshman by the rerefence Librarian becomes a necessity. When 
the reader goes home, his memory should constantly tell him, 
"The bewitching smile of the gentleman at the library is still before 
my eyes. I love to go to the library as often as possible, wen if it 
beemerely to meet him." 

32 A Walk Round 
.The freshman should be taken round the library. The various 

rooms open to the public, such as the gene~al- reading room, the 
periodicals room, the catalogue room, the special reading rooms, 
the librarian's room, the stack-room, the room for drinking water, 
and the public consg:niance rooms, He should also be shown 
the points where refer ace:  librarians can be found. He should further 
be shown the: entrance and the exit points, and the way they .are 
controlled. He should also be told about the formalities of entrance 
and exit, including the rule of the queue. 

33 Open Access 
While in the stzsck-room, the freshan should be told about t h e  

sequence of subjects, the formation of different collections, and the 
function ofthe different guides, such as gangway guides, bay guides, 
and shelf guides. In an inf'l way, he should be told about the open 
access sjrstemmditsimplicatimsinregard tohis obligations. Proba- 
bly, he will see other readers enjoying the benefit of the open access. 
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34 Ciamifieation 
A moment's talk with the freshman is sure to disclose the main 

subject of his interest. After it Is sensed, the freshman should be 
taken to the part of t he  stack-room housing the books in that subject. 
While amidst the books congenial to him, a few further questions 
will elicit from him the spec& subject interesting him at the moment. 
It would be best to begin by showing him the books in that specific 
subject and interpreting the numbers on their backs: The common 
class number and the varying book numbers are sure to attract his 
attention. This gives the opportunity to famiharise him with theidea 
of "ultimate class." [R16]. With this ultimate class as centre, his 
attention can be invited to the preceding and the succeeding ultimate 
classes. In this way, he can be made to see the helpful aatory 
nature of the 3uccession of classes. Without in any way embarrassing 
him by the use of the classi6er's jargon, it should be impressed upon 
freshman's mind that apart from the books, placed in the ultimate 
class in question, information on his specific subject c d d  also be 
found in parts or chapters of books falling within classes of greater 
extension. He can be helped to redlise that they precede Es ultimate 
class. He should further be told that idomtion on some particular 
aspects of his specific subject could also be found in the books in 
classes of smaller extension than in his ultimate class. He can be 
helped to realise that they succeed his ultimate class. Taking larger 
strides on either side of the specific subject, forming his centre of 
interest, It must be possible, to demonstrate to the freshman the 
helpful sequence in which the main subjects themselves fall in the 
scheme of classification in use. Speaking in general terms, the 
freshman can thusbe made to sense and appreciate the Apupa 
pattern (AZien-Penumbral-Umbral-Penumbral Alien pattern) pro- 
vided by the scheme of class~&tion. [RS]. 

341 GROUPING OF SUBJECTS 
Apart from thus initiating the freshman in the general picture of 

the layout and the detailed view at close range on one or two specific 
subjats of interest to him, there is. the necessity ta acquaint him 
with the specific nature of the grouping of subjects produced by the 
scheme of classification in use in the library. No .two minds, still 
less no two schemes of classification, may agree totally in the 
details of the grouping bf subjects. Therefore, many questions 
may arise in his mind. 
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34 1 1 SAMPLES OF MOOT QUESTIONS 

Should meteorology go with physics or with gedogy or with 
geography? Should dynamics go with mathematics or physics? 
Should astronomy be an independent main subject or part of 
mathematics? Should astrophysics be looked for in astronomy or 
physics? Does biochemistry belong to chemistry or biology or 
medicine? Is veterinary science to be found with books on medicine 
or zoology, or with those on useful arts? Do plant pathology and 
plant breeding belong to botany or agriculture? What about wave 
mechanics, wave geometry, and wave functims? This string of 
questions can be lengthened ad infiniturn, 

3412 RANGE OF mFLEX ACTION 

There can be no uniqueness in the answers to these questions, 
Whatever be the logical or psychologicai foundations claimed 
for each scheme, there is no escaping the fact that at bottom the 
grouping of subjects is a matter of convention. Therefore, the 
freshan should be told and repeatedly reminded of its details and 
results in succeeding visits. He should soon be helped to become 
familiar with them. He should be brought to the stage of believing 
them to be natural. At any rate, the grouping of subjects, brought 
about by the scheme of classifiation in use, should be soon brought 
within the range of his regex action. 

342 TERB~INOLOGY 
Next comes the trouble in terminology. The names of most of 

the sciences and subjects are seldum static. They change from 
generation to generation. They sometimes change even overnight. 
For this there may be various causes. These may be trivial and even 
partly comical. But the effect of the  change on the relation between 
the freshman and the scheme of classification may be grave, One or 
two exa~np1es will do, 

3421 ADVENT OF 'PHYSICS' 
(Cme Study 5 )  

The well-known science, physics, has changed its English name 
in comparatively recent years. Formerly it had a name which an 
anecdote will disclose. A young American went to Princeton College. 
He hunted through the library for some time. Then he said to the 
librarian, "You don't seem to have any books on natural philo- 



sophy !" This gentleman replied, "Young man, come with me!" 
He took the boy to an alcove, pointed to a word printed in large 
block type on white board and said, "We calI it physics!" This 
happened in the later seventies, when the newer name was beginning 
to displace the OM, as the story itself implies. For more than a 
century before that, the old name was universal In English-speaking 
countries. Men occupying themselves with mechanics and sound 
and heat and light were knwn as "natural philosophers.'' Would 
that they still were! It is a long and cumbrous tide but less caco- 
phonous than our present name. of "physicists," with i t s  three or 
four sibilants in three successive syl lable~urely one of the ugliest 
words in m y  language. The continental contemporaries have escap- 
ed such a tongue-twisting name. This seems rather unfair, Fur it was 
they-or their forefathers, rather-who sent the word, "physics" 
amoss the Channel and the Atlantic and round the Cape of Good 
Hope to displace the old English tern. They had taken it from the 
Greek, of course; and they had been using it in about the present 
sense for hundreds of years. 13ut during those same centuries, 
the English had gone to the Greek for the same rwt word and had 
used it to denote the art of medicine. This usage has not been can- 
pletdy ousted even now. The simpler and more natural personal 
form "physician" has gone with .this usage. S q  we -have it from 
ill-luck with hazards of the history of language, And we should 
have ample cause for appealing to a court for a change of name, 
if only there were a court with sufficient authority. And still we 
have not told the chief of the linguistic misfortunes of the physicists. 

3422 CHILDREN OF PHYSICS 
(Case Study 6 )  

Not only has their science changed its name ia the last one hundred 
years: it has failed to pass that name-either the old one or the 
new-on to its children. By the children of physics, we mean the 
several applied arts and sciences to which it has given birth. Let 
us illustrate, One boy goes to wllege and he graduates in geology; 
then he starts out into the world and makes his career by looking 
for oil or coal or gold; but he still cal ls  himself a geologist and SO 

does the world at large. What he writes is labelled geology. Another: 
is graduated in chemistry; and he spends his life thenceforward in 
refining oil o; making su1pburic acid or perfumes or dyes or vitamins 
or asphyxiating gas; but to himself and to the world at large he is 
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always a chemist; and his books are labelled chemistry. But 
here is another who took up physics as soon as he came to college 
a ~ d  continued it all through his student days; and his career 
consists in controlling and directing physical phenomena by his 
knowledge of physical laws, or in designing machines on the basis of 
physical principles. And what does he call hhse l f  and what does 
the world call him? An electrical engineer or a radio engineer or a 
designer of lenses at maker of turbines, or a naval engineer, or 
an acoustical: engineer, or a mechanical engineer or an aeronautical 
engineer; and only the census tables could say what else! He has 
not departed from physics; but physics has gost the credit of his 
achievements. The colonies of this science have renounced the name 
of the mother country. And the emigrant has often the notion that, 
in- settling in the fields of engineering, he is changing his nationality; 
whereas, actually, he has never left the empire of physics. 

343 CONVENTIONS IN CLASSIFICATION 
"The Statute of Westminster" appears to be working at differed 

levels in di.Rermt empires. A scheme of classXcation is applied to 
reduce them to uniformity by farce of conventions. Corollary: 
the reference librarian should initiate the freshman into these 
cunventims by slow degrees. 

344 BOUNDARY L w  
The boundary lines between the empires of the classes in the map 

of howledge shift as .suddenly and as frequently as those of the 
political divisions in Europe and of the districts and taluks in the 
India of to-day. The Canon of Currency [R44] plays hide and seek 
with their jurisdiction. In a large libraq with several miles of books 
it is not practicable to revise and rqa int  their nationality on the 
backs of books and in all the associated records as frequently as 
the situation requires. The finance and the man-power reqdred to 
do this revision work to the satisfaction of the capricious Canon 
of Currency are prohibitive. Hmce, the libraries do the only sensible 
thing possible. They endeavour to carry on the administration with- 
out changing their nationality-register, until there could be a s i p  
of permanent settlement. The freshman must be shown in slow 
degrees all such make-shifts that every library is obliged to adopt, 
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This element. in initiation w U  bsomt even more difIidt if the 
novel ~lassification principle propounded by Juha J Lund and Mar- 
timer Taube: is adopted- They recamend A m - e x p w i v e  chsi- 
$cation syaem. . , , ,period classlficafion [LS]. Its adoption wodd 
involve the splitting of time into several periods or "spans of years 
within which knowledge presents a unified structure which can 
be expressed in a system of classes and sub-classes. When such a 
system of classes requins extensive stnrctutal revision, namely, 
when the established system is no longer adequate for the classifica- 
tion of howledge in books, a new period is inaugurated and with 
it a new 5ystem of classes and sub-classes. The following is a tenta- 
tive list of periods. 

1 Early civilisation of the Near East. 
2 Hellenic, 
3 Hellenistic and Roman. 
4 Medieval (including. Arabic to. the thirteenth century), 
5 Age of transition, Renaissance (Foueenth, Mteenth and 

sixteenth centuries)- 
6 The seventeenth century. 
7 The age of physid science (Newton to D a m } .  
8 The age of "Progress" (Darwin to the k t  world war), 

3451 REC0NX)ITTONING ASSWIATiVE MEMORY 
If the classification is done on this principle, the work of the initia- 

tion of the freshman should in~ulve the riiff~dt j ob of reconditioning 
his associative m m  ory into ~hrono~ugica~ and cultural cornpart- 
&nts. The violence to the Canon of Reticence [R45), which this 
should willy-nilly involve, will spring back on the reference librarian 
in the form of revolt from m y  a reader. Even the meekest may 
be provoked to turn round and swear L'D-n your classihation! 
It is really too much.'' 

35 Catal@- . - 

The conventions of cataloguing are even more unnatural on the 
surface. They reach the high-water mark of artificiality. They are 
many in number. 'Few readers absorb themall, if they are al l  pro- 
pounded at one time and still less in their h s t  visit. Hence, great 
discretion should be exercised in fixing the dosage and the t h e  of 
administration. .Some readers cannut absorb the instruction until 
they eexperien& the idiosyncrasies of the catalogue to their chagrin. 



Prophylactic beatmat is not effective in such cases. Some readers 
may not need certain inoculations as they m y  never be exposed to 
certain types of entries. The b h q u e  of corporateauthor heading, 
for example, need not be told to some. The use of d y t i c a l  entries 
may never come in the experience of others. :No doubt the post- 
ponement of attention till the accident amus may result in some 
readers becoming delirbus. But if the reference librarian knows 
how to handle such patients, initiation into certain cataloguing 
conventions can be made to go home most effectively at that stage 
than in the ihst visit. 

351 INVEIISION IN NAE+P~PWSON 
The now commonly current cataloguing convention changes the 

sequence of the words constituting a nameof-person. In il modern 
Western nameof-person the famdy name (surname) is promoted 
from the last to the first place. The personal name (forename) 
is denied even a "see entry". This is so much at variance with the 
ordinary experience of the freshman with nme-of-person every- 
where else. Therefore, he must be instructed in this matter in succes- 
sive visits. This inversion may look natural to librarians. But it 
is redly quite unnatural- The reference Librarian should remember 
that even for the librarian it began to put on the garb of naturalness 
only after the bold venture recorded in Andrew Maunsell's Catalogue 
of Bglish printed books fB2 and M51. "They make their alphabet 
by the Christian name, 3 by the Sir name." 

351 1 ~ R N ~ D  m w  I N C I D ~  
(Case Study 7) 

An under-graduate studying for the honours degree in English 
fitmatwe came one day with a cynical contortion of face and 
said: 

"The law 'Every Reader His or Her Book' is preached by you 
ab nameam from platforms. But it seems to be, like all precepts, 
for others and not for you." 

"Why do you say that?" 
"You axe a university library; and st i l l  you don't have a single 

scrap of Bernard Shaw," 
"Are you sure?" 
"Yes, I have scanned every one of your blessed cards." 
He went to pull out a tray in anger. He pulled out thcB -tray. 
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Me was then shown a whole battery of Bernard Shaw cards in the 
Stray. Then, his cynicism took a new turn: 

"Then if you are true to the Second Law, you have surely thrown 
the First Law overbaud." 
"How?" 
"You say 'Books Are for Use and not for Preservation'." 
"Yes, I do." 
"But you have virtually hiddea them away by filing the cards 

with S and not with B. We mturaddy expect them in the B-tray." 
The principle of inverting the words ia the nmes of personal 

authors had to be explained to him-not merely the fact but also the 
why. This experience raised him to a high pitch of curiosity. Them, 
even the abstract Canon of Prqiltmce. [R83, behind t h i s  apparently 
artificial twisting of names, wuld be paraded before him. He 
was pleased to see it paraded. 

"1 never thought that there would be so much philosophy behind 
listing bwks .  Your illustration of the addresses on past cards was 
most interesting. [R57]. I am glad P missed the 'Sbaw' in 'Bmarcl.' 
I have learnt a new principle and a new outlook. Many things 
became dear to me now in the light of your Principle of Prepdmw." 

Indeed, a successful initiation at the ripe moment! 

352 C u m  Cowoum NAME 
Books of corporate authorship b d e  the freshan even more than 

those of personal authorship in respect of the choice, the rendering, 
and the style of writing up of the headings in their entries. For a 
book of personal authorship the titlepage gives all the words making 
up the heading, though In a different permutation, Hence the fresh-. 
man has a chance at least to recognise in the heading the words 
famikised by the titlepage. He has merely to accusttmt himself 
to the inversion. In other words, artificiality arises only in rendering 

name in the heading. But a wrpomte-author-name i s  an 
altogether improvised one, Even the Library profession has nut yet 
arrived at a unique rule for its improvisation [Rdl]. The G e r m  
practice differs from the An@ocSaxon one. In fact, the artificiality 
arises in this type of entry not so late as the rendering of an ascertain- 
ed name, but even as its very choim. Personal vs corporate author, 
government vs institution, chartem, expeditions, civil ations and 
criminal trials, constitutions, laws, and statutes are some of the 
moot points. In respect of these, not only the different cataloguing 



~ d e s  disagree. But even one and the same code [R31] violates the 
Canon of Consistence [R9]. Hence the exasperation of a freshman 
seeking to help himself with the catalogue. But, it is not wise to 
raise all at once all the cloud of corporateauthor entries. Initiation 
in respect of them should be delayed. The experience of the freshman 
should become ripe and make tbeir use necessity. Anticipatory 
theoretical instruction is positively futile and wrong in such cases- 

353 "SEE" AND "SEN ALSO" ENTRIES 
The "See Entries" lead to pathetic and even comical situations, 

Here again anticipatory instruction is not always of much avail. 
So also with the "See also Entries." To the freshman, with mind 
obsessed with the information or the recreation being sought, the 
typographical variations and the alignments and even the convm- 
tional colour of t he  cards, used to signify such entries, convey no 
meaning. 

353 f See u!~W ENTRY INCIDENT 

(Cuse Study 8) 
A young man with a patient at home tumbles upon the catalogue 

entry "Ulcers see a h  Suppation." 
"That is what I want to know about" he says to himself, copies 

it on a slip of paper and begins to search for it in the stack-room. 
He is seasible enough tb go to the medicine gangway. But after 
wasting sorne'time, he comes to the st& and asks to be helped to 
the book Vkcers xee a h  s~ppuraiioia. Here are other misleading 
entries of that nature* 

Wives gee BESO. Domest id relations ; 
~ h l 6 ~ &  see a h  Embezdeanent ; 
~a&f..ctur~s see aLo Trademarks; 
Malays see aEso Headhunters ; . 

. 

Cowboys 'see alsii Ranch life; and 
Authors see a h  Scientists. 

3532 See ENTRY ~NCIDENT 
(Case Steady 9) 

Similarly a freshman just beginning the study of political science 
is Pleased to find the entry "Vassals see Feudalism." He remembers 
his teacher mentioning "Vassals" in the lesson on feudalism. He 

la, 
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copies it taking it for the title of a book and goes to the shelves, 
only ta come back with disappointment. He asks the reference staff 
to pick out for him the book eatitfed Vassals see feud~lism, Here ate 
other misleading entries of that nature: 

Adventures see Imposture ; 
Composers see Musicians ; 
Scottish marches see Borders of Scotland; 
Sea kings see Northmen; 
University settlement see Social settlements ; and 
W e k e  institutions see Industrial betterment. 

354 CLAS~XNDEXEN~Y 
Preferably even in the f ist  visit, the freshman should be introduced 

to the structure and purpose of a Class Index Entry [R12]. Perhaps, 
Be may be asked to mention the subject of his interest at the moment. 
Tts class index entry may be located along with him. He may then be 
made to appreciate the significance of the Index Number found in it. 
It may be interpreted for him. Its translation into words giving the 
heading of the entry may be shown. Then he may be shown the 
corresponding region in the Classified Part sf the Catalogue. He 
will then enjoy the succession -of main cards giving the names of 
the books on that subject. He may also be helged to see the pano- 
rama of the succession of the guide-cards carrying the numbers and 
the names of the classes filiated to the class he mentioned. Here 
he may be told that a class index entry has for i t s  index number, 
a class number only, unaccompanied by a book number. 

355 BOOKINDEXENTRY 
At that stage, the freshman may be helped to locate in the Alpha- 

betical Part the author entry of one ofthe books, chosen by him from 
the Classified Part. We may be told about the Alphabetical Part 
containing not only class index entries but also book index entries 
such as the author entry. The presence of a book number in the 
index number of a book index entry [R14] may be pointed out. In 
this concrete manner, the difference between call number and class 
number, in structure and in function, may be brought home. 

356 RIGHT TIME POR T E L L ~ G  
It is desirable to inform the freshman about the conventions 



regarding such entries and demmstrate their use to him even during 
his h t  visit. But in most cases the proper impression is not formed. 
It is only when they land themselvesin difficulties that a sure oppor- 
tunity offers itselfto rub them in. As Townshend would put it [T5J : 

The experience that an individual needs for his development 
proceeds from within that individual. 

Only in this case we are compelled to take part to both help and 
hinder. 

I f  we help too LttIe or hinder too much, or if we help too much 
or hinder too little, we damage the growing individual. 

If we attempt to impose an alien or untimely experience from 
without, we inevitably botch a man or a woman. 

357 MATTIER FOR TI-IE FIRST Vrsrr 
The fteshmanness of the freshman does not get exhausted readily. 

It takes a long time to wither out. The reference s t d  should remem- 
ber the psychology of deferred initiation. But it may be asked if 
there is noth'ig in the catalogue that Lends itself to anticipatory 
instruction or instruction during the first visit. There is plenty. 
He may be shown in a general way the parts of the catalogue and 
told what Ends of question will find an answer in its entries. Cutter's 
lucid analysis [CZ], reproduced below, suggests what can be done 
during the first visit: 

1 'X'o enable a person to h d  a book of which either 
(A) the  author, or 
(B) the title, or 
(C) the subject is known; 

2 to show what the library has 
(D) by a given author, 
(El on a given subject, and 
(F) in a given kind of literature; and 

Means 
1 Author entry with necessary references for (A and D). 
2 Titleentry, or title-reference (for B). 
3 Subject entry, c b s  entry and cross-referenceti (for C and E). 
4 Form entry and language entry (for F). 

358 Q ~ T I O N S  BY FRESHMAN 
The reference stafYshould encourage the freshman to put questions 

that occur to him to test the ability of the catalogue to f&l its 
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objects. In tracing answers to these concrete questions, the nature 
and the names of the entries should be demonstrated. 
In this way a good deal of ground can be covered. Particularly 

the structure of the main entry may be explained. Most of the types 
of book index entries can also be shown. They are the Author 
Entries, and various Collaborator Entries such as Editor Entries, 
Translator Entries, Commentator Entries, Compiler Entries, Illus- 
trator Entries, Introduction-writer Entries, Foreword-writer Entries, 
and so on. So also some Fanciful Title Entries and Series Entries 
may be shown. Not that all these entries should be shown at once 
or to all the freshmen. The extent to whiqh the field can be wvered 
will depend upon each concrete situation-the interest, the general 
capacity, and the mood of the reader. 

36 R u b  of the Library : 

While t he  initiation of the freshman into classification and 
cataloguing has to be spread over several visits, phcticaily everything 
abut  the rules of the library and particularly the mechanics of &sue 
work should be explained to him during the very k s t  visit. The 
first step is to see to it, by direct telling or by indirect suggestion 
in the case of refractory persons, that the rules are carefully read 
through by the freshman before perwnal initiation begins. When 
he announces havhg finished reading them, the facts -about the 
holidays, if any, and tip working hours may be reiterated. 

361 CONDITION OF LOAN 
Then they may be told about loan rides and particularly about the 

prohibited categories such as atlases, bibliographies, encyclopaedias, 
yearbooks, periodicals, and rare books. Other points to be covered 
are: 

1 Number of volumes that can be borrowed at one t h e ;  
2 Period -of loan; 
3 Overdue charge, inchding comcience box; and 
4 Sublending. 

The vexatious, but necessary, rule about sublending must be told 
even now-that is before they break it mkn~wingly and try to wig- 
gle out of it with stories bordering on dishonesty. The date hbel 
and its use may then be shown. In openlaccess Libraries the freshman 
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should be explicitly told that he will have to help himself with the 
books required for study. 

362 CHARG~G A N D  DISC&GING 

He should be asked to present the selected books at the counter 
with the date label thrown open and a reader's ticket placed on the 
date label of each book, so that the counter assistant can apply 
the date stamp without the necessity of having to turn it about. 
He should also be told that he shodd cross the wicket gate before 
he could take charge of the books. Simihly he must be shown 
the right way of presenting the books brought back from hame at 
the entrance or discharging counter, the correct mode being of 
course presenting all the books with the date label thrown open 
and turned towards the discharging assistant. He must be told to 
daim a ticket of his in return for each book returned and to verify 
if the ticket bears his name and address. It is also desirable to 
impress upon the readers the grat  advantage there will be for all 
concerned if the ride of the queue is observed both at the entrance 
and at the exit gates. 

363 GARB OF R.wm's  TIC^ 
The freshman should be told that no book can be drawn from the 

library without the surrender of one of his borrower's tickets in 
exchange. He must be asked to pmswe the tickets with. greatest 
care. There is no harm in suggesting that they are best kept in the 
purse and in warning against their being sent away to the washerman 
along with the coat! He should be further told the obligation to 
surrender the tickets while terminating membership. 

3631 BrrING THE TICKET KNCIDEUT 

(Cme S M y  10) 
The reader's ticket was -made of thick cardboard and lined with 

cloth. One day, I saw a member in the corridor leading to the stack- 
room biting it with great difEcdty, 

"Why are you biting the ticket?" 
-"Look at this line on the ticket. It says 'You are responsible for 

every book borrowed on this ticket'. If I leave it whole, somebody 
else may borrow a book on it." 

"But, what will you do to borrow the next book?" 
"The library will give me a new ticket. 1s it not so?" 
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360 LmILmyEma 
Library ethics includes : 
1 Observance of silence, in~luding silent reading and abstaining 

fiom coaversation ; 
2 Spirit of living and letting others to live, including the sharing 

of library books with others without usurping them unduly for one's 
own we; 

3 Using the books of the library with care, including abstinence 
from underlining, folding the corners, and using the book as a 
physical material for other uses such as head-rest or protection for 
bead from sun and rain; 

4 Resistance to the temptation to abuse open access, by means 
such as hiding or misplacing books to prevent their k i n g  used 
by others; and 

5 Library hygiene, including avoidanoe of scattering scraps of 
paper on the floor, of spitting through the window, and spilling ink. 
A freshman should be inducted into library ethics. But it cannot be 
done effectively through precepts alone Silent but firm correction 
should be made whenever there is a deviation from the right path. 
The atmosphere of the library should be so built and maintained 
that conformity to library ethics is spontaneous. Merely painting 
the word "Silence" on the walls of the reading room serves no 
purpose. Showing the "Silence" card board to a reader who whispers 
serves no purpose. The Temple of Silence can be built only by 
good example and various ineffable ways of building a good tradi. 
tion. 

3641 PRINcTPAL's PLIGHT 
(Case Study 1 1) 

It was an afternoon. Fyson stepped into the Library. He was 
the principal of a local college. H e  was impressed by the solemn 
silence and perfect orderliness in the reading room. He shouted 
to me, "I find many of my students here. They are so quiet. But 
why are they so noisy in my college library?" 1 moved forward to 
him, clasped his hand, and to& him to my room without uttering 
a word and without giving him a chance to speak out. I need not 
say what I tdd him. He apologized for having disturbed the siknce 
of the reading room. "Yes", he agreed, "It all depends on the 
tradition we build up and on the example we set up." 



CHAPTER 4 

41 Opportunity fur Initiation 
A college library is an institutional library, Its freshmen are all 

studenQ in the college. Their initiation need nut dl be casual, 
It need not be contingent, as in a publiic library, on the voluntary 
ccrming in of a freshman. On the other hand, t k  initiation of ~ollege 
students can be a planned one. They can be brought in fur initiation 
at stated times in groups of stated strength. Their initiation will 
prepare them also as eventual patrons of the public library. More- 
aver, their initiation can be woven integrally into the college We 
of the students. It can be purposively correlated to classroom work 
and laboratory work. Tbus, the mllege presents a splendid o p p ~  
tudty for initiation of freshman. To make the potential opportunity 
an a c w  one, the cwperation,of the teachers i s  necessary. At any 
rate, their cooperation will make the students enjoy the library 
initiation and the formal instruction in the coUege holistimUy. 
Xn particular the method of teaching itself should make the students 
value work in a library and seek the use of books. Then, the initia- 
tion will b w m e  purposive in their eyes. 

411 W A S ~ ~ P P O R T U N I T Y  
But the potential opportunity is still being wasted. The library is 

not yet made an integral part of college life. Sufficient public atten- 
tion is nut given to the fact that the universities and colIeges are 
turning out hundreds of graduates who have pever truly reaiised 
that bmks can be of heIp In solving probIems, This may seem a 
bold remark as applied to a class of persons dI of whom are presum- 
ed to have spent three to five years in absorbing the contents of 
books. Nevertheless it be asserted with confidence that many 
students know only that text-bmks are prescribed fur their course. 
But they do not h o w ,  at any rate in the practical seme-in the sense 
of acting on the knowledge-that books, monographs, and period- 
ials  exist on practi~ally every subject and further that it is necessary 
and helpful to consult subject-encycIopaedias, periodicals, and 
other sources. This is mainly due to a complete failure to realise 
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what 'the literature' on any subject can do. It may also be due to 
faulty appreciation of the fact that if one desires to obtain information 
on any given subject, the swest method fur the average man is to 
use a library and not to endeavour to obtain oral information- 
Oral instruction is doubtless the best when it is individual and 
when it is given by a first-rate authority with sufficient time at his 
disposal, Bat these conditions rarely coincide in actual life. Stu- 
dents do not realise that an alternative is to use books, They fail 
to realise that this alternative exists over the whole range of human 
activities and natural phenomena, whether for abstract subjects 
such as ethics or aesthetics, industrial subjects such as chemical 
technology and mass production, the subjects which adorn Iife 
such as literature and the classics, or finally even the modest but 
ageeable subjects such as gastronomv and toilet. 

42 AetiaIogy 
In considering the reason for the ignorance of students as to 

the possibilities of libraries and books, we are inclined to air a heresy 
and to suggest that our universities have gravely over-emphasised 
the importance of lectures. The ordinary lecture is as much of an 
anachronism as the wax-tablet and stylus. Further in their excessive 
respect for the lecture tradition, the universities and colleges bave 
never fully grasped the fact that this tradition should be reconsidered 
in the light of the invention of printing. From the moment the print- 

' ed text-book became available, the universities should have revolu- 
tionis& their methods of teaching. It must be admitted awnst 
this that some students are aurals who absorb instruction better 
thrCough the ear than the eye and are thus unlike the visuals. But 
for the latter at any rate, the ordinary lecture i s  a serious waste of 
time. The superstition that a course of lectures should take the 
place of a text-book should now be finally exploded. 

43 Lasting R e d y  
It seems ciear that suitable text-books should be used for the 

greater part of the heavy work of instruction. The function of 'the 
lecture should be first of all to stimulate the student, then to prm 
cribe reading and send him to the literature at once, then to show 
him how to read, and finally to comment on what he has-read. 
The best lecture i s  that in which the student feels the impact of a 
forceful or fascinating Such lectures must be few and 
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far between. Surely it should be obvious that the main body of 
information should be obtained by the student from the books. 
The lectures should serve as a sentiment, as a guide, as a commen- 
tary, but on no account as a mere substitute. Whether this explana- 
tion be accepted or not, a study of the university system, coupled 
with s m e  practical experience as student, as teacher, and as adminis- 
trator, has satisfied me that the diRculty in using the opportunity, 
inherent in college life really exists and that the lasting remedy 
is as outlined above. 

4 E x p i a c e  as a Teacher 
The formutation of this remedy was made out of the sheer neces- 

sity inherent in the teacher-student context. It was made long before 
I became a librarian or I ever dreamt of becoming one. It was 
based on experience as a teacher in the period I917 to 1923. It was 
actually lived in those years. Little did I then dream that I would 
become a librarian, Indeed, 1 did not even know of the existence 
of the library profession. Pcrrely . as a teacher, I was led to realise 
the potency of a good library in stimulating the self-educability 
of the students and in helping.each to develop along.his own fines, 
at his own rate, and to his own fullness (see Chapter A2)+ 

441 COIMEATORE COLLEGE INCIDENT 
(Case Study 12) 

I was transferred to the Coimbatore College in 1920. I did not 
.find the Library of the cdege adequate. Therefore, I gave the 
Principal a list of the essential books to be bought. The list came 
back to me with the laconic remark i'Extravagant''. I then had. the 
certitude and the fearlessness of youth; and so 1 wrote back that 
I should mt be heid responsible for the results, unless the books 
were provided. No doubt, I: now reaEse what a rash act this should 
have been in a Government College. Through God's grace, the 
worst did not happen. The Principal seat for me. My trial began, 

"Why do you want so many books?" 
"For the use of the students." 
"Do you really believe that your students are going to use them?'' 
"Yes, certainly. " 
"If they really read all these books, each of your students will 

become a Hanumantha Rao or a Ramanujazn," 
"Why nut?" . . 
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"You are thinking of the students you first met in Mangalore, 
The students of this place are a poor lot. You can't make much of 
them." 

"Give me a chance, Sir. 1 do believe that even the boys of this 
place will shoot up if d y  we give them their books." 

"You are too optimistic. Anyhow Z sbU sanction your wish this 
year as a special case." 
The yeat came to an end. I was transferred from that college. 

I went to the Principal to say "Good bye". 
"When .the Director was here a few days ago, he congratulated 

the college on the excellent results in your group-with the first 
in the presidency and 17 out of 19 passed! I told the. Director 
that I should not be held responsible for the standard going d m  
again in future years, as you would be no longer with us." 

"But the library will still be with you and fur the ube of the boys. 
This phenomenal result i s  traceable largely to the books you were 
good enough to sanction." 

K S Vaidyanathan, the Principal, and myself had a hearty 
laughter. He stood converted. 

45 First Aid 
However, st sudden revolution in the method of teaching in our 

wiversities and colleges is very diecult. For, the top management 
are inclined to be conservative. Much time and effort would be 
required before any &far reaching change could be effected-before 
the library is made the heart of the college from which everything 
in the college radiates and by which everything gets irradiated. 
As a result, the initiation will have to be done solely b i  the librarian 
himself for some years. h spite of the absence of help from the 
method of teaching followed in the class-room and in spite of the 
work in the class-room rousing no curiosity whatever in students 
to go to the library and find out for themselves, the library should 
voluntarily attract the students. Each year it should give them 
practical instruction in the exploitation of the printed materials in 
the library. This first aid is a fundamental right of the students. The 
university and college libraries should give it to them. 

46 PhiIosophy,~f the f i s t  Md 
The main body of university and college training is either cultural 

or vooational or both. For cultural training, it is immediately 
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apparent that the student must karn how to learn in the future rather 
than aim at acquiring a body of fact-information. It is not so 
generally realised that this statement is also true for vocational 
training. If we ate training a chemist or an engineer, our object 
should not Be to teach a mpert~ire of professional tricks, but to 
teach the student how to learn in after-life, i e, during his profes- 
sional career. It is impossible to turn out a chemist or an engineer 
with all the fact-information he will ultimately need. The 'camel 
&eoryY of education stands exploded. Hence the aim of the instnzc- 
tion should be to enable the student to learn for himself in after-life. 
In many cases this learning will be from books rather than from 
persons. College training should therefore include: 

1 The obvious substratum of fact-knowledge and professional 
information; 

2 A training in scientific method ; and 
3 Some explicit training in the use of books. 
Further self-instruction must be largely derived from books. 

Therefore, the initiation phase of reference service should be an 
htegral part of university teaching for all stdents and not merely 
for research and honours students. Although some teachers are 
kclined to think that the art of consulting books is innate, there 
does exist a real technique of which even an elementary knowledge 
is useful, and therefore such % technique should be taught. This is the 
pmosophy of the first aid propo%d edin section 45. 

47 Scheme of hitiation 
471 Z'HE LIBRARY 

Function and use of library; facilities for general reading and 
special study. How to read; rapid reading; thorough reading; 
participative reading; thinking and contributing our own thought 
to the id- of the author. Conducted tour of the college library 
in small goups. Library rules ; routine in using books; the purpose 
of restrictive rules. 

472 THEBOOK 
Make-up of the book ; binder's tide; half-title ; title-page ; varie- 

ties of the table of contents; varieties of index. Books in sets; gene- 
& and individual titlepages; distribution of index either in each 
vo3ume or in seved  volumes or in a separate volume. Periodicals; 
index in each volume; cumulative index. The author; status; 
other works. 



473 C L A S S I P I ~ ~ O N  
Why chss.caticm? Class number; a system of artifkicial language; 

translation of the name of the subject of a book into an ordinal 
number. Mmhanisation of amangemat. FiIiatory arrangement. 
Scheme of dassifica6on in use. Book number; its purpose. Call 
amber; the various piaces where it i s  written; accuracy. She& 
arrangement ; different collections. 

474 CATALOGUE 
Questions answered by catalogue. 'Kinds of calalo$ue. Parts of 

classified catalogue. Kinds of entries; main or subject or call 
number entry; added entry ; general entry ; class index entry ; cross 
reference index entry. Book index entry; author entry; collaborate 
or entry; title entry; series entry. Nature of heading; personal 
author ; corporate author; pseudonym- Arrmgaent in the classi- 
fied part and in the alphabetid part; pitfaus in arrangement. 
Multiple heading. Consolidated entry. 

475 I ~ ~ F E R E N C E ~ K  

Meaning of the term 'reference book'. Varieties as set forth in 
Part H of this book. 

476 BIBLIWRAP~ 
Classes of bibliographies; -. means of up-to-dateness; annual 

edition; periodical cumuIation. Familiarity with the published 
bibliographies in the special subject of the student, 

477 NOTES-TARING 
Bibliographical notes, ~ o t e s  of subject matter. Stages of 

notes-taking. Mechanics of notes-taking. Equipment for iobs- 
taking. 

478 NUMBER OF M ~ N G S  
The initiation will have to be done in several meetings. The library 

catalogue and the reference books may each require three meetin~s. 
The others may each take one meeting. 

48 Xlouisiana State Urut~eFsity Li- 
(Cue Study 13) 

Two tkousarrd freshmen md the library is the title of a stimulating 



description of library instruction in a western university which is 
worth perusal [AZ]. Here is a summary : 

481 WHO SHOULD BELL TIE CAT 
Such a title sounds rather like 100,000,000 Guinea Pigs and at 

t imes the freshmen probably f ~ l  like guinea pigs. But in return 
the instructors have moments of wishing that people would stop 
having so many children! At Loiusiana State University, library 
instruction is presented in a one-semester-hour course required of 
freshen. It did not begin as such, however. For four years a 
member of the library staff gave three or four lectures to d l  freshmen 
through the Eaglish department. .The department was annoyed 
at having to give the time to library instruction; and the University 
was convinced of the value of it ; so in 1936 an independent course 
was introduced. Three trained, librarians are now employed to do 
reference seryice and ta give the freshmen library instruction. From 
the academic view they have teaching and library experience. The 
course gives one-semester-hour credit and i s  on the same credit 
basis as any other course in the university. 

482 DISTRIB~JTION OF PUPIL LOAD 
With approximately two thousand students and only tbree instnrc- 

tors who have other duties, the problem of distribution of pupil 
load is solved by an equal division of the freshmen into fifteen 
sections each semester. This is not advocated where lit is possible 
to give instruction to all students during the first semester, because 
at Louisiana State University they have observed the more immediate 
adjustment of those who have it first and they have definite ad- 
vantage over those who must wait until the second semester. 

483 Wow IT WORKS 
The classes meet weekly with about fourteen lectures during 

a semester. The content of the course includes library regulations, 
the parts' of a book, bibliography making, t h e  ca.rd 'catalogue, 
indexes, encyclopaedias, and yearbooks. Three lectures are. devoted 
to the catalogue, two to indexes, and one.each to the other--groups of 
reference books. 

484 STUDENT CHOOSES S ~ J E C T  
At the beginning, each student .selects a subject in which he is 



genuinely interested, the only requirement being its representation 
in enough of the books to make it worthwhile for a bibliography. 
It may be the same one lie uses for a tern theme in English or for 
a paper in any other course. Throughout tbe semester he examines 
the card catalogue, the indexes, and groups of reference hoks  
for this subject. At the end of the semester he compi1.e~ a term 
bibIiography from his notes which have h e n  revised and returned 
to  him by the tutor. This kind of practical experience in the library 
is similar to any other practical course, 
h addition, during the study of the catd catalogue, two problems 

are given to r a e d y  n a t d  mental confusiox~ a d  to ovmame 
h a n a p s  presented by any w d  catalogue. The@ are prepared 
by the co-operative effort o f  ,the btmctors and the catalogue 
department. 

435 T o ~ r a  FOR E ~ A T I O ~ S  . 

As to test and exminatiws, a pretest at the first m t i n g  of 
the class usually shows them what they do not h o w .  Esch week 
a simple test at the dose of the lecture covers the chief characteristics 
of the books discussed and pre~iuuslgr examined, bringing out points 
usually brought out by the w&kiown 'probfem' but not likely 
to be evident in every group of b a b  for every subject chosen by 
the students. The final examination is built around a mtd topic 
(a tieup with the bibliography subject idea) with a sequence among 
the questions as nearly as possible like the logical steps involved in 
locating material for tenn papers. For the examination last January 
the timely subjects of the Pan-American Conference and the new 
map of h o p  were usad. In May the subjsts were San Francisco, 
New York, and the national parks, with summer vacations in mind. 
This type of examination i s  interesting to prepare and apparently 
fun to take. 

486 ~SSIGNMENT~ 
In making assigments, experimentation has shown that better 

results and deeper interest are gained by having the students examine 
reference books befo~e the lecture relative to them; but the reverse 
method is more successful for the card catalogue and periodical 
indexes. Full explanation and discussion before an assignment 
are impartant. Putting library instruction across to freshen requires 
every bit of showmanship a d  motivation through catching their 



interest and appealing to their intelligence that: is possible, One 
himy successful trick is to have than bring to class from any two 
books in the assignment, two questions that might be used for the 
radio programme 'Information, Please.' Being allowed to read them 
in class, with the instructor selecting the person to answer, is a 
powerful stimulus, as is the popultwity of the radio programme. 

487 C C ) M P ~  FOLLOW THROUGH 
Much of the value of instruction is lost without some one at hand 

to give assistance when difficulties arise in wing tools studied. 
Since the freshman instructors are readers' advisers with desks in 
the lobby of the library there is a complete foUow though. Someone 
is always present to meet these needs. . - 

. 

488 THB MORAL 
A p r o m e  of library irrstmctiun far graduate students is being 

de~eloped slowly at Louisiana State University, They have had 
mough real evidence of the value: of the freshmen course to feel 
that it mutd ?e useful in other institutions. Jf it did no mure than 
give the fmhmexl a feekg of ease in the library instad of one of 
imampetme, the effort would be worthwhile. But it does more, 
Each department of the library testifies to a greater and a more 
inkuigellt use.- 



CHAPTER 5 

INITIATION IN SCHOOL LTIiRARY 

5 1 Right Stage for hitiation 
Time and labour spent on initiation bring the best dividend if 

they are spent an children. Habits are best formed during childhood. 
This is a truism. And use of books is a habit. Even at the age of 
two, a child imitates its elders in picking up a book and 'reading' 
though still without the slightest notion of even a single letter of 
the alphabet. I myself remember a habit of mine at the age of three: 
My father used to read the R m y m  every day. It was a deliate 
fragile manuscript in palmyra leaves. When my father had gone out, 
I used to pick it up and 're88 it. This'was reported to my father. 
He felt concerned abut  the safety of  his fragile book. He, therefore, 
made for me a dummy sheaf of palrnyra leaves, 1 was not satisfied 
as there were no scribbles in it. He then scribbled something on 
each - leaf with his stylus. Then it became a. book for me! I used 
to 'read' aloud from it every day. Similarly; use of Iibrary also is a 
habit. In Canada, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, Scandinavian 
countries, U S A; and U. S S R, it was a joy for me to see infants 
below the age of five moving about in the libraries along with their 
elders and often quietly losing themselves over picture books. 
The result of this early library habit was visible in the children of 
the higher age-pup. They could help themselves in the library. 
They could follow the chssfid arrangement of books on the shelves, 
They knew their pet regions an the shelves. They knew the use of 
book-tickets and reader's' tickeets. 1 had heard them discuss books 
among themselves. I had abo seen them read out books to their 
infant brothers and sisters. 

52 Right Place for Initiation 
In reality, the right place for initiation in the use of Ubrary should 

normally be the school library. At the present stage in our country, 
our adults have had no school libraries in their childhood. The 
older adults have not had a library even at college. Public libraries 
are being established for their use just during the last few years. 
Therefore, three chapters of this book had to be devoted to the initia- 
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tion of adults. I wish that the picture given in my School a~rd college 
libraries [R53] and in my Organisation of libraries [R41] become a 
reality. About a generation or hvo thereafter, initiation in the 
ordinary use of library can be completed in the school library, A 
further course of initiation in the deeper and mure'involved use of 
documents of various kinds can be completed in the college and 
university libraries. There may not then be need for initiation in the 
public library. 

53 Mode and Speed of Initiation 
The first requisite to initiate pupils is geniality. Next it goes with- 

out saying that the librarian should have a clear grasp of all into 
which he should initiate them. He should be an adept in practical 
child psychology and in the methods of teaching children. He must 
know to make initiation absolutely free from boredom; nay, ha 
must make it pleasurable. He should know to charge it with mirth 
and humour. He should be able to provoke laughter at intervals by 
narration of telling anecdotes. Ipdeed, the anecdotal aroma of 
the initiation should make them recall it even at the feeblest associa- 
tion, For, children learn anything far more effectively in a concrete 
setting than in an abstract one. Often, initiation has the best educa- 
tional &at only if it comes after the pupils have come to the end 
of their own initiative and resources and are at the brink o f  giving 
up the pursuit in despair. There is need to ernphasise that the p sy~ho- 
logical moment is always late in coming. Children rromdly wish 
to fight their battles all by themsdves. Further, t h e  does not count 
with them. Thank God, there are no hustlers among children at 
least! They go about their business in perfect ease, leisure, and 
geniality. They are not oppressed by the sense of the fleeting of time. 
They go about their work as if calmed and composed by the sense 
of the eternity of time. Tn this, they resemble realised souls and seers. 
But adults invariably become hustlers sooner' ot later. The school 
librarian should, therefore, control himself and abstain from offering 
help prematurely and hustling through initiation. 

54 -Formal Lesson 
What is informally learnt by experience with or without guidance 

must be periodically clinched by spirited formal lessons. Sometimes 
such a -form81 -lesson may even initiate experience. Formal lessons 
should be carefully distributed throughout the school course. 
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They are best organised in a concentric system. That is, the same 
problems should be repeatedly tackled in mare and mom intimate 
and complex ways as the experience of the pupils becomes progres- 
sively richer. Formal lessons do not mean lectures. The conduct 
of each lesson should be a participative One, rich in questions and 
answers. The pupils should thereby be ever kept in a state of alert- 
ness and awareaess and not that of passive listening or of staring 
at the teacher with the mind vacant or switched off to something 
else as it often happens in lectures. The fasons of the first cycle 
will naturally be turned on very young children. It is good to 
intersperse them with appropriate stories and songs. There should 
also be plenty of demonstrations and opportunity for the pupils to 
verify and experience what they are told. The topics for formal 
lessons may be taken to fall into the three groups : 

1 Library civics and hygiene; 
2 ~ i b r a r ~  technique; and 
3 Reference book. 

. . 

A syllabus is indicated for each group. The contents of each. group 
may be covered in courses of .thrge or four cycles, 

55 Syllabus fur Library Civics and Hygiene 
551 CARE~QFBCH~K 

Clean hand. Opening of a new book. Turning pages carefully. 
Use of book-marks. Taking out books from the shelf without injur- 
ing them. Putting books back on the shelf right edge up and back 
out, Putting books in a safe place at home. Avoidance of exposure 
of books to rain and sun. 

552 P H Y S X Q ~  OF BOOK 
Paper used. Its varieties. Their wearing qualities. Binding. Spine. 

Sides. Comers. Hinge-portion. : Sections in the body. End paper. 
Board. Covering material. Its varieties. Their relative strength. 
Demonsiration with a partially bound book. 

553. LXBRMT BEHAVZOUR 
Queue system. Soft steps, Sihce. Library as common property 

of the community. Live and let live., Preservation of books for 
succeeding generations. Respect for library rules. Restriction on 
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period of loan. Restriction on number af volumes for loan at one 
time. Non-loanable books. 

56 Techniques of the Library 
561 LAY-OUTOFTHE BOOK 

- Title-page and its contents, Distinguishing the name of author 
from those of collaborator and publisher. imprint. Table of con- 
tents. Preface and conspectus. Chapter formation. Section forma- 
tion. Maps and illustrations. Notes. Glossw. Index. Bibliogra- 
phy. Pagination. Page heading. 

562 STACK-ROOM 
Plan of the stack-room. Gangway guides. Bay guides. Shelf 

guides. Tags on backs of books. Browsing. Taking help from 
librarian. Recent additions shelf. Replacement of books not allow- 
ed. 

563 CLASSIFICA~UN 
Call number. Class number, Book number. Need for classi&a- 

tion. Main classes. Their fliatory saqum~e,' Subdivisions of main 
class. Appreciation of the general effect of classsed arrangement. 
Practice in arrangement. 

- . 5 #  G A T A L O G ~ ,  . 

Catalogue cabinet. Safety of the trays. Cleanliness of cards. 
Mode of turning the cards. Guide cards. Main entry. Added 
entries. Arrangement of entries in the classified part and the.index 
part. Sections in eachkind of entry. Questions answered by different 
kinds of entries. 

$65 Issue METHOD 
Reader's ticket and its use. Book ticket and its use. Responsibility 

of the reader in each case. Date label. Signilicance of the date last 
stamped on it.. Method of presenting a book at the charging counter 
and the discharging counter. Overdue charge. Conscience box. 

57 Reference Boak 
572 Lm~ursnc DICTIONARY 

Lay-out of the dictionary. Guide words at the top. Key to pro- 
nunciation. Arrangement. Spelling. Syllabiiication. Pronuncia- 
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tion. Aaent. Morphological forms, Part of speech. Diverse mean- 
ings. Phrases. Foreign words and phrases. Names of places and 
persons. Abbreviations. Signs for proof reading. flags of nations. 
Other extraneous information, Comparison of different dictionaries. 

572 ENCYCUIPAFDJA , 

Encyclopaedia. Inclusive letters on the spine and the title-page 
of each volume. Arrangement of entries. Index. Year of publica- 
tion. Illustrations. Maps. Bibliographies. Subject covered. Up- 
to-dateness. Comparison of different encyc10paedias. 

573 BIOGRAPHY 
Who's who. Only living people. Periodicity, Arrangement. Ex- 

traheoas infamation. Who was who. Only people who died in the 
period shown on the title-page. Biographical dictionary. Only 
dead people. Supplements. 

575. YEAR-BOOK AND DIRBCTORY 
Year-book. Current information. Recent statis tics. Wurlld events. 

Sports information. Arrangement. Index. Subject covered. Area 
, covmd. Periodicity. Comparison of different yar-books and 

directories. 
- 

576 ATLAS 
Atlas. Area covered. Area of bias, Location of places with the 

aid of the index. Recognition of physical features. Understanding 
the colour scheme. Material in addition to maps. Population. 
Gazetteer. Specialised atlas. Scope. 
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